
SUNBRIGHT RE WRITE ANIME

Sunbright (ã‚µãƒ³ãƒ–ãƒ©ã‚¤ãƒˆ, Sanburaito) is the sixth track of the second disc of circle of The song is used as an
ending theme to the Episode 5 of Rewrite anime.

She is embarrassed to hear that he was joking and more so when he calls her outfit cute. To disorient Kotarou
even more and make him stop investigating, Lucia tells him Haruka has threatned to "curse" her, and even
goes as far as to show herself being "possessed" by Haruka. She can also create vibrations within the objects
she touches and break glass at a distance. Even when the servers of the cafe make the parfait super-spicy
instead of sweet, both of them succeed at finishing it in time, and then make up. But then it never happened,
and even still I was trapped, because I was at a point where I was in too far to pull out and cut my losses.
Afterwards, Lucia presents herself in front of Kotarou. Kazamatsuri is partly destroyed when Gaia attempts to
force Kagari to initiate re-evolution, but Kotarou manages to stop this from occurring. Thanks to the
suppressants being defective and her fever making her lose control, the caretaker watching over her died in a
matter of hours after Lucia touched her cheek. Kanademashou, sono biito. When Kotarou comes to her house
she wears a pink and white cosplay outfit of a maid character from a game called Doki Doki: Maid Party.
Kotarou, Shizuru and Chihaya hurry to the scene, while Touka and other Guardian members try and take
Brenda down on their own. Rewrite is also the first Key game to be developed on VisualArt's ' game engine
Siglus. Reception[ edit ] In , Rewrite ranked five times in the top ten in national PC game pre-orders in Japan.
The staff members included Tonokawa and Ryukishi07 who discussed the game's scenario, and Orito and
Hoshi who talked about Rewrite's music. Akane also invites into the club Chihaya Ohtori, a second-year
transfer student in Kotarou's class who is very strong, but clumsy. In contrast, the elderly couple now living in
that student's previous home did experience the glass-breaking. I needed to see it to the end, so I could at least
splash more salt than Arataka Reigen. You can help Rewrite Wiki by expanding it. She can be easily
appeased, however, and only repeated or grave offenses will cause this kind of drastic behavior. This angers
Chihaya Ohtori , who thinks Lucia believes herself superior to all of them. She did not like touching living
beings, so she often wears glove, which she carries multiple spares at all times. She does not handle any plants
directly, but instead digs holes for the plants to be placed in. She has a playful personality and has an
extremely strong pet dog named Chibi-Moth, [16] which is actually a familiar created by Kotori from the body
of her dead pet dog Pero. People who are, after all, risking their lives to help her, and who will accept her.
Kotarou tells Lucia he has a surprise for her, and so he makes her enter the shelter with her eyes closed. There
was aboutâ€¦ one gag per episode that got a laugh out of me. Except the plot took so long to come in that I lost
interest before it even happened. Not because I care about the planet, but because, sometimes, I just feel that a
lot of people dying would fix things. Not even because of the mediocre studio, but even designs imported from
the visual novel. Karakau furi no mama, oitsudzuketai no Akirameta setsuna, enkauntaa! Many children were
experimented on, but only Lucia survived. Despite his resistance to the poison, even Kotarou passes out, as
Lucia's body has been modified by Brenda to produce a stronger, more lethal poison than before. Likes
meâ€¦likes me. They spend a wonderful day there playing around and living out every aspect of Lucia's perfect
dream date, and they end it with a view of the city on the top floor of the tower-like mall. She is transferred to
another part of Guardian, so, after a celebration with the Bayern Knights , Kotarou and Shizuru walk together
to see her off. He goes to a weird school filled with even weirder people mostly overly-designed cutesy girls
with some maddeningly strange characteristics. And there are shitty CG monsters sometimes. I guess I should
also mention some of the voice acting, because Hana Kanasamanawamallama voiced the main loli girl. Resist
death? Main article: Music of Rewrite Rewrite has seven pieces of theme music : two opening themes and five
ending themes.


